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Ambrogio 4.0 and 4.36 are equipped with a new technological platform, the 
futuristic design and state-of-the-art jointed structure, which allows them it 
managing uneven terrain in a better way and to adapt to gardens of different 
shapes and sizes. All the Power Units come with lithium-ion smart batteries 
equipped with Bluetooth technology to exchange information with the 
motherboard, to optimise charging and power consumption, and to monitor 
the state of health of the battery itself.
The choice of the Power Units brings an upgrade to the machine itself: the 
battery power and charging speed allow to manage gardens of different sizes 
in a more efficient way with longer working times and shorter charging times 
if associated with the Ambrogio 4.0 and 4.36 models.

The 4.0 and 4.36 Ambrogio models  
with warranty up to 6 years! 

Power Unit
PREMIUM

Power Unit
ULTRA PREMIUM

Ricarica a contatto
Contact charging

4.0 Basic e Elite | 4.0 Basic and Elite

Ricarica a contatto
Contact charging

solo 4.36 Elite | 4.36 Elite only

8,7 Ah 10,35 Ah

8.0 A 10.0 A

3:45 h 4:00 h

1:30 h 1:30 h

Warranty up to 6 years 

2 year warranty 
covering the conditions and limitations stated in the warranty booklet

+
4 year extension
• to the warranty covering plastic components that are not subject to 

wear and tear that have manufacturing defects. 

• to the warranty covering electronic components excluding the 
limitations specified in the warranty booklet. 

• to the warranty covering cutting and propulsion motors limited up to 
5,000 hours of operation.

To validate the warranty extension, it is mandatory to carry 
out regular winter servicing, to register such servicing on the 
manufacturer’s website, to request the issuing and the appropriate 
filing of the relative, duly-completed certifications.
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Super Smart, Super Flex … the future is already here!

3500 
m

2

Power Unit
PREMIUM

The model combines flexibility and modularity with 4.0 technological 
innovation. It is built around the ZCS Connect module that, enables the 
connection of the robot anytime and anywhere, in total safety. It is possible to 
stop, start, exclude areas to be cut and monitor the robot with a simple touch 
of a button. Ambrogio 4.0 Elite can be combined with the Medium, Premium 
and Extra Premium Power Units ranging between 2,200 and 3,500 m2. The 
Extra Premium kit makes it possible to equip the robot with the inductive 
recharge that avoids the usual cleaning of the contacts. The blade height is 
easy to adjust, in fact, it is motorised, thus facilitating the use of your robot. 
The ZCS technology is more user-friendly and interactive: enabling the easier 
management of your lawn in a completely autonomous manner. 

Display touch screen

Touchscreen display
6 cutter

6 cutter
Artiglio ruota 

Spike Wheel
Copertura nero lucido 

Shelter garage shiny black 
ZDEFENCE

3500 m2 

* The platform is designed for work indicated surfaces, in ideal cutting conditions: a simple, rectangular-shaped flat lawn, 
without any obstacles or additional areas and a moderate lawn growth speed.
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Regolazione lama motorizzata
Blade motorisation

Snodo
Jointed

Autopulizia
Self-cleaning

Ruote profilo gommato
Rubber wheels

Display touch
Touch Display
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Processori di ultima generazione
Next generation processors

Batterie intelligenti 
Smart batteries

ZCS Connect

Geographic localisation 
Geofence Alarm
Go Away
Go Home
Smart Assistant

Display touch screen

Touchscreen display
Lama stella 4 punte 

4 point star blade
Artiglio ruota 

Spike Wheel
Copertura nero lucido 

Shelter garage shiny black 
ZDEFENCE

The powerful battery and the 36 cm blade of the Ambrogio 4.36 Elite 
model allow it to handle large areas. With the ULTRA PREMIUM Power 
Unit Kit, the robot is able to work for over 4 hours, up to 6,000 sqm. It 
comes highly equipped with all the latest technologies (Display Touch, ZCS 
Connect, GPS, Bluetooth and GSM), and has a high capability to work in a 
team with other robots. It is also compatible with voice assistants (SMART 
ASSISTANT) and with AMICO.

Powerful and jointed

6000
m

2

6000 m2 

Power Unit

ULTRA PREMIUM

Regolazione lama motorizzata
Blade motorisation

Snodo
Jointed

Autopulizia
Self-cleaning

Ruote profilo gommato
Rubber wheels

Display touch
Touch Display

Sistema di taglio SDM (Satellite Dynamic Memory)  Il sistema di navigazione satellitare, 
basato su algoritmi evoluti, che permette al robot di riconoscere le aree di lavoro rasate di recente. 
Il robot crea quindi delle mappe virtuali e ricorda i tempi di lavoro impiegati per ogni zona. Elevato 
risparmio di tempo ed una maggior efficienza.

SDM Cutting System (Satellite Dynamic Memory)  The satellite navigation system, 
based on advanced algorithms, allows the robot to recognise the areas just mowed. The robot then 
creates virtual maps and remembers the working times used for each area, saving time and increasing 
efficiency.
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Processori di ultima generazione
Next generation processors

Batterie intelligenti 
Smart batteries

ZCS Connect

Geographic localisation 
Geofence Alarm
Go Away
Go Home
Smart Assistant

79 cm64 cm


